NCCR and RIS organized International Symposium on Advances in Coastal Research with Special Reference to Indo Pacific at NIOT, Chennai

International Symposium on Advances in Coastal Research with special reference to Indo Pacific- 2019 (AdCoRe IP 2019) is being jointly organized by National Center for Coastal Research (NCCR), Ministry of Earth Sciences, Government of India in collaboration with Research and Information System for Developing Countries (RIS) at National Institute of Ocean Technology (NIOT) Chennai with an aim to increase regional cooperation, develop unique strategies and fine tune national policies in the Indo-Pacific region, during 17–19 December 2019.

Dr. M. Rajeevan, Secretary of Ministry of Earth Sciences inaugurating Popular Science Talks session for local school children on 17 December 2019 and a view of the keen youth in the audience at AdCoRe IP-2019
Former Director of Cyclone Warning Centre, IMD explaining meteorological concepts to local school children during the Popular Science Talks session of AdCoRe IP-2019 on 17 December 2019

During the symposium, book of abstracts and a book titled "Our Coasts, Our Pride" and NCCR brochure were released and National Coastal Data Buoy system was launched
During the three day symposium, scientists from countries in the Indo-Pacific region discussed on the advances and the various challenges in coastal research and posters and thematic sessions were keenly presented by the researchers showcasing their work.
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